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Abstract: Vector boson fusion processes become increasingly more important at higher
collider energies and for probing larger mass scales due to collinear logarithmic enhance-
ments of the cross section. In this context, we revisit the production of a hypothetic heavy
Majorana neutrino (N) at hadron colliders. Particular attention is paid to the fusion pro-
cess Wγ → Nℓ±. We systematically categorize the contributions from a photon initial
state in the elastic, inelastic, and deeply inelastic channels. Comparing with the leading
channel via the Drell-Yan production qq′ → W ∗ → Nℓ± at NNLO in QCD, we find that
the Wγ fusion process becomes relatively more important at higher scales, surpassing the
DY mechanism at mN ∼ 1 TeV (770 GeV), at the 14TeV LHC (100TeV VLHC). We
investigate the inclusive heavy Majorana neutrino signal, including QCD corrections, and
quantify the Standard Model backgrounds at future hadron colliders. We conclude that,
with the currently allowed mixing |VµN |2 < 6× 10−3, a 5σ discovery can be made via the
same-sign dimuon channel for mN = 530 (1070)GeV at the 14TeV LHC (100TeV VLHC)
after 1 ab−1. Reversely, for mN = 500GeV and the same integrated luminosity, a mixing
|VµN |2 of the order 1.1× 10−3 (2.5× 10−4) may be probed.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson completes the Standard Model (SM). Yet, the existence
of nonzero neutrino masses remains one of the clearest indications of physics beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) [1–8] The simplest SM extension that can simultaneously explain
both the existence of neutrino masses and their smallness, the so-called Type I seesaw




























Figure 1. Diagram representing resonant heavy Majorana neutrino production through the DY
process and its decay into same-sign leptons and dijet. All diagrams drawn using JaxoDraw [38].
yν , the resulting Dirac mass is mD = yν〈Φ〉, where Φ is the SM Higgs SU(2)L doublet. As
NR is a SM-gauge singlet, one could assign NR a Majorana mass mM without violating
any fundamental symmetry of the model. Requiring that mM ≫ mD, the neutrino mass
eigenvalues are
m1 ∼ mD mD
mM
and m2 ∼ mM . (1.1)
Thus, the apparent smallness of neutrino masses compared to other fermion masses is due
to the suppression by a new scale above the EW scale. Taking the Yukawa coupling to be
yν ∼ O(1), the Majorana mass scale must be of the order 1013GeV to recover sub-eV light
neutrinos masses. However, if the Yukawa couplings are as small as the electron Yukawa
coupling, i.e., yν . O(10−5), then the mass scale could be at O(1)TeV or lower [19–22].
Given the lack of guidance from theory of lepton flavor physics, searches for Majorana
neutrinos must be carried out as general and model-independent as possible. Low-energy
phenomenology of Majorana neutrinos has been studied in detail [21–37]. Studied first in
ref. [23] and later in refs. [24–29], the production channel most sensitive to heavy Majorana
neutrinos (N) at hadron colliders is the resonant Drell-Yan (DY) process,
pp→W±∗ → N ℓ±, with N →W∓ ℓ′±, W∓ → j j, (1.2)
in which the same-sign dilepton channel violates lepton number L by two units (∆L = 2);
see figure 1. Searches for eq. (1.2) are underway at LHC experiments [39–41]. Non-
observation in the dimuon channel has set a lower bound on the heavy neutrino mass of
100 (300) GeV for mixing |VµN |2 = 10−2 (−1) [40]. Bounds on mixing from 0νββ [42, 43]
and EW precision data [44–47] indicate that the 14TeV LHC is sensitive to Majorana
neutrinos with mass between 10 and 375GeV after 100 fb−1 of data [27]. Recently renewed
interest in a very large hadron collider (VLHC) with a center of mass (c.m.) energy about
100TeV, which will undoubtedly extend the coverage, suggests a reexamination of the
search strategy at the new energy frontier.
Production channels for heavy Majorana neutrinos at higher orders of α were system-
atically cataloged in ref. [26]. Recently, the vector boson fusion (VBF) channelWγ → Nℓ±
was studied at the LHC, and its t-channel enhancement to the total cross section was em-
phasized [36]. Along with that, they also considered corrections to the DY process by
including the tree-level QCD contributions to Nℓ±+jets. Significant enhancement was
































Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of (a) elastic and (b) inelastic/deeply inelastic γp
scattering.
next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD-corrected DY rate [48], prompting us to revisit
the issue.
We carry out a systematic treatment of the photon-initiated processes. The elastic
emission (or photon emission off a nucleon) at colliders, as shown in figure 2(a), is of
considerable interest for both SM [49–55] and BSM processes [56–59, 61–65], and has been
observed at electron [66], hadron [67, 68], and lepton-hadron [69, 70] colliders. The inelastic
(collinear photon off a quark) and deeply inelastic (large momentum transfer off a quark)
channels, as depicted in figure 2(b), may take over at higher momentum transfers [52, 71,
72]. Comparing with the DY production qq′ → W ∗ → Nℓ±, we find that the Wγ fusion
process becomes relatively more important at higher scales, taking over the QCD-corrected
DY mechanism at & 1 TeV (770 GeV) at the 14-TeV LHC (100TeV VLHC). At mN ∼ 375
GeV, a benchmark value presented in [29], we find the Wγ contribution to be about 20%
(30%) of the LO DY cross section.
NNLO in QCD corrections to the DY processes are well-known [48] and the K-factor for
the inclusive cross sections are about 1.2−1.4 (1.2−1.5) at LHC (VLHC) energies. Taking
into account all the contributions, we present the state-of-the-art results for the inclusive
production of heavy neutrinos in 14 and 100TeV pp collisions. We further perform a
signal-versus-background analysis for a 100TeV collider of the fully reconstructible and L-
violating final state in eq. (1.2). With the currently allowed mixing |VµN |2 < 6× 10−3, we
find that the 5σ discovery potential of ref. [29] can be extended tomN = 530 (1070) GeV at
the 14TeV LHC (100TeV VLHC) after 1 ab−1. Reversely, formN = 500GeV and the same
integrated luminosity, a mixing |VµN |2 of the order 1.1× 10−3 (2.5× 10−4) may be probed.
Our results are less optimistic than reported in [36]. We attribute the discrepancy to their
significant overestimate of the signal in the tree-level QCD calculations, as quantified in
section 2.3.4.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe our treatment of the
several production channels considered in this study, address the relevant scale dependence,
and present the inclusive Nℓ± rate at the 14TeV LHC and 100TeV VLHC. In section 3, we
perform the signal-versus-background analysis at a future 100TeV pp collider and report
the discovery potential. Finally summarize and conclude in section 4. Appendices A and B
present the details of the photon PDF’s for the elastic and inelastic channels, respectively.

















2 Heavy N production at hadron colliders
For the production of a heavy Majorana neutrino at hadron colliders, the leading channel
is the DY process at order α2 (LO) [23]
q q′ →W±∗ → N ℓ±. (2.1)
The QCD corrections to DY-type processes up to α2s (NNLO) are known [48], and will be
included in our later analyses. Among other potential contributions, the next promising
channel perhaps is the VBF channel [26]
W γ → N ℓ±, (2.2)
due to the collinear logarithmic enhancement from t-channel vector boson radiation. For-
mally of order α2, there is an additional α suppression from the photon coupling to the
radiation source. Collinear radiation off charged fermions (protons or quarks) leads to
significant enhancement but requires proper treatment. In our full analysis, W s are not
considered initial-state partons [26] and all gauge invariant diagrams, including non-VBF
contributions, are included.
We write the production cross section of a heavy state X in hadronic collisions as



























σˆ(ij → X). (2.4)
where ξa,b are the fractions of momenta carried by initial partons (i, j), Qf is the parton




sˆ) the proton beam (parton) c.m. energy. For
heavy neutrino production, the threshold is τ0 = m
2
N/s. Parton luminosities are given in






















We include the light quarks (u, d, c, s) and adopt the 2010 update of the CTEQ6L PDFs [73].





For the processes with initial state photons (γ), their treatment and associated scale choices
are given in section 2.3.
Our formalism and notation follow ref. [29]. For the heavy neutrino production via

















(squared) between the mass eigenstate N and the charged lepton ℓ (e, µ, τ). Thus it is
convenient to factorize out the model-dependent parameter |VℓN |2
σ(pp→ Nℓ±) ≡ σ0(pp→ Nℓ±) × |VℓN |2, (2.7)
where σ0 will be called the “bare cross section”. The branching fraction of a heavy neutrino
to a particular lepton flavor ℓ is proportional to |VNℓ|2/
∑
ℓ′ |VNℓ′ |2. Thus for neutrino
production and decay into same-sign leptons with dijet, it is similarly convenient to factorize
out this ratio [27]:





The utility of this approach is that all the flavor-model dependence is encapsulated into
a single, measurable number. Factorization into a bare rate and mixing coefficient holds
generally for QCD and EW corrections as well.
2.1 Constraints on heavy neutrino mixing
As seen above in eq. (2.7), one of the most important model-dependent parameters to
control the signal production rate is the neutrino mixing VℓN . Addressing the origin of
lepton flavor is beyond the scope of this study, so masses and mixing factors are taken as
independent, phenomenological parameters. We consider only the lightest, heavy neutrino
mass eigenstate and require it to be kinematically accessible. Updates on heavy neutrino
constraints can be found elsewhere [29, 34, 74]. Here we list only the most stringent bounds
relevant to our analysis.
• Bounds from 0νββ: for heavy Majorana neutrinos with Mi ≫ 1 GeV, the ab-
sence of 0νββ decay restricts the mixing between heavy mass and electron-flavor




< 5× 10−5 TeV−1. (2.10)
• Bounds from EW precision data: mixing between a SM singlet above a few
hundred GeV in mass and lepton flavor eigenstates is constrained by EW data [46]:
|VµN |2 < 3.2× 10−3, |VτN |2 < 6.2× 10−3 at 90% C.L. (2.11)
We consider the existence of only the lightest heavy Majorana neutrino, which is equivalent
to the decoupling limit where heavier eigenstates are taken to have infinite mass. Thus,
for representative neutrino masses
mN = 300 (500) [1000] GeV, (2.12)
we use the following mixing coefficients

















corresponding to a total neutrino width of
ΓN = 0.303 (1.50) [12.3] GeV. (2.14)
As Γt/mN ≈ 0.1%−1%, the heavy neutrino resonance is very narrow and application of the
narrow width approximation (NWA) is justified. For Sℓℓ, these mixing parameters imply
See = 2.4 (6.6) [26]× 10−8 for mN = 300 (500) [1000] GeV (2.15)
Seµ = Sµe = 5.1 (8.5) [17]× 10−6 for mN = 300 (500) [1000] GeV (2.16)
Sµµ = 1.1× 10−3 for mN ∈ [100, 1000] GeV (2.17)
Though the bound on |VeN | varies withmN , Sµµ changes at the per mil level over the masses
we investigate and is taken as constant. The allowed sizes of Seµ, Sµµ, and Sτℓ demonstrate
the complementarity to searches for L-violation at 0νββ experiments afforded by hadron
colliders. To make an exact comparison with ref. [29], we also consider the bound [44, 45]
Sµµ ≈ |VµN |
4
|VµN |2 = |VµN |
2 = 6× 10−3 (2.18)
However, bare results, which are mixing-independent, are presented wherever possible.
2.2 N production via the Drell-Yan process at NNLO
Before presenting the production cross sections, it is informative to understand the available
parton luminosities (Φij) as defined in eq. (2.5). We show Φqq′ versus
√
τ for qq′ annihilation
summing over light quarks (u, d, c, s) by the solid (black) curves in figures 3(a) and 3(b)
for the 14TeV LHC and 100TeV VLHC, respectively. The upper horizontal axis labels
the partonic c.m. energy
√
sˆ. As expected, at a fixed
√
sˆ the DY luminosity at 100TeV
significantly increases over that at 14TeV. At
√
sˆ ≈ 500 GeV (2 TeV), the gain is a factor
of 600 (1.8 × 103), and the discovery potential of heavy Majorana neutrinos is greatly
expanded. Luminosity ratios with respect to Φqq′ are given in figure 3(c) and 3(d), and
will be discussed when appropriate.
Cross sections for resonant N production via the charged current DY process in
eq. (1.2) and shown in figure 1 are calculated with the usual helicity amplitudes at the
LO α2. Monte Carlo integration is performed using CUBA [75]. Results are checked
by implementing the heavy Majorana neutrino model into FeynRules 2.0.6 [76, 77] and
MG5 aMC@NLO 2.1.0 [78] (MG5). For simplicity, percent-level contributions from off-
diagonal Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements are ignored and the diag-
onal elements are taken to be unity. SM inputs αMS(MZ), MZ , and sin
2
MS
(θW ) are taken
from the 2012 Particle Data Group (PDG) [79].
We estimate the 14 and 100TeV pp NNLO K-factor1 by using FEWZ 2.1 [80, 81] to
compute the equivalent quantity for the SM process
pp→W ∗ → µ±ν, (2.19)
1The NnLO K-factor is defined asK = σN
nLO(Nℓ)/σLO(Nℓ), where σN
nLO(Nℓ) is the NnLO-corrected
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Figure 3. Parton luminosities for (a) at 14TeV and (b) 100TeV for the DY (solid), elastic (dot),
inelastic (dash), and DIS (dash-diamond) NℓX processes; ratio of parton luminosities to the DY
luminosity in (c) and (d).
√
sˆmin 14TeV LO [pb] NNLO [pb] K 100TeV LO [pb] NNLO [pb] K
100GeV 152 209 1.38 1150 1420 1.23
300GeV 1.54 1.90 1.23 17.0 25.6 1.50
500GeV 0.248 0.304 1.22 3.56 4.97 1.40
1 TeV 17.0 ×10−3 20.5 ×10−3 1.20 0.380 0.485 1.28
Table 1. LO and NNLO cross sections for pp → W ∗ → µ±ν at 14 and 100TeV with successive
invariant mass cuts using MSTW2008LO and NNLO PDF Sets.
and impose only an minimum invariant mass cut,
√
sˆmin. Because LO Nℓ production
and eq. (2.19) are identical DY processes (up mass effects) with the same color structure,



























































































Figure 4. (a) 14TeV LHC (b) 100TeV VLHC NℓX cross section, divided by |VℓN |2, as a function
of the N mass for the NNLO DY (solid), elastic (dot), inelastic (dash), DIS (dash-diamond), and
summed γ-initiated (dash-dot) processes. (c,d) Ratio of cross sections relative to NNLO DY rate.
Table 1 lists2 the LO and NNLO cross sections as well as the NNLO K-factors for




sˆmin = 1 TeV, the QCD-corrected charged
current rate can reach tens (several hundreds) of fb at 14 (100) TeV. Over the range from√
sˆmin = 100 GeV − 1 TeV,
K = 1.20− 1.38 at 14 TeV, (2.20)
= 1.23− 1.50 at 100 TeV. (2.21)
This agrees with calculations for similar DY processes [82, 83]. We see that the higher
order QCD corrections to the DY channel are quite stable, which will be important for our
discussions in section 2.3. Throughout the study, independent of neutrino mass, we apply
2As no NNLO CTEQ6L PDF set exists, we have adopted the MSTW2008 series to obtain a self-consistent






















(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5. Feynman diagrams for photon-initiated process qγ → Nℓ±q′.
to the DY-process a K-factor of
K = 1.2 (1.3) for 14 (100) TeV. (2.22)
Including the QCD K-factor, we show the NNLO total cross sections [called the “bare cross
section σ0” by factorizing out |VℓN |2 as defined in eq. (2.7)] as a function of heavy neutrino
mass in figures 4(a) and 4(b) for the 14-TeV LHC and 100-TeV VLHC, respectively. The
curves are denoted by the (black) solid lines. Here and henceforth, we impose the following
basic acceptance cuts on the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of the charged
leptons for 14 (100) TeV,
pℓT > 10 (30) GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.4 (2.5). (2.23)
The motive to include these cuts is two-fold. First, they are consistent with the detector
acceptance for our future simulations and the definition of “fiducial” cross section. Second,
they serve as kinematical regulators for potential collinear singularities, to be discussed
next. The pT and η criteria at 100TeV follow the 2013 Snowmass benchmarks [84].
2.3 Photon-initiated processes
After the dominant DY channel, VBF via Wγ fusion, as introduced in eq. (2.2), presents
a promising additional contribution to the heavy N production. We do not make any
approximation for the initial state W and treat its radiation off the light quarks with exact
matrix element calculations. In fact, we consistently treat the full set of diagrams, shown
in figure 5, for the photon-initiated process at order α3
q γ → N ℓ± q′. (2.24)
Obviously, diagrams figure 5(c) and (d) do not add to Wγ fusion and are just small
QED corrections.3 Diagram figure 5(b) involves a massless t-channel charged lepton. The
collinear pole is regularized by the basic acceptance cuts in eq. (2.23). What is non-trivial,
however, is how to properly treat initial-state photons across the different sources depicted
in figure 2. We now discuss the individual channels in detail.
3Diagram 5(d) involves a collinear singularity from massless quark splitting. It is unimportant for our
current consideration since its contribution is simply a QED correction to the quark PDF. For consistency

















2.3.1 Elastic scattering: intact final-state nucleons
Here and henceforth, the virtuality for the incoming photon in Wγ fusion is denoted as
Qγ > 0. In the collinear limit that results in momentum transfers on the order of the
proton mass or less, Q2γ . m
2
p, initial-state photons are appropriately described as massless
radiation by an elastic proton, i.e., does not break apart and remains as an on-shell nucleon,
as indicated in figure 2(a). To model this, we use the “Improved” Weizsa¨cker-Williams
approximation [49] and factorize the photon’s collinear behavior into a structure function






f )→ fElγ/p(ξ). (2.25)
The expression for fElγ/p, given in appendix A, is dependent on a cutoff scale Λ
El
γ , above
which the description of elastic p→ γ emission starts to break down. Typically, the scale is
taken to be O(mp−2 GeV) [49, 54, 55, 61–65] but should be insensitive to small variations
if an appropriate scale is chosen. Based on analysis of ep scattering at low Qγ [85], we take
ΛElγ =
√
1.5 GeV2 ≈ 1.22 GeV. (2.26)
The scale dependence associated with ΛElγ is discussed in section 2.5.
In figure 3, the elastic luminosity spectrum (ΦEl) is denoted by the (green) dot line.
For the range studied, ΦEl is roughly 2− 4% of the qq¯′ DY luminosity at 14 and 100TeV.
We calculate the matrix element for the diagrams in figure 5 in the same manner as
the DY channel. The results are checked with MG5 using the elastic, asymmetric pγ beam
mode. In figures 4(a) and 4(b), we plot the bare cross section for the elastic process,
denoted by a (green) dot line, as a function of neutrino mass. The rate varies between
1 − 30 (40 − 100) fb at 14 (100) TeV for mN = 100GeV−1TeV. As seen in figures 4(c)
and 4(d), where the cross sections are normalized to the DY rate, it reaches about 30 (40)%
of the DY rate for large mN .
2.3.2 Inelastic scattering: collinear photons from quarks
For momentum transfers above the proton mass, the parton model is valid. When this
configuration coincides with the collinear radiation limit, initial-state photons are appro-
priately described as being radiated by quark partons. To model a quark splitting to a
photon, we follow the methodology of ref. [57] and use the (original) Weizsa¨cker-Williams
approximation [86, 87] to obtain the inelastic photon PDF f Inelγ/p . Unlike the elastic case,
factorization requires us to convolve about a splitting function. The inelastic Nℓ±X cross
section is obtained by making the replacement in eq. (2.3)
fi/p(ξ,Q
2





















where fγ/j is the Weizsa¨cker-Williams j → γ distribution function, with Qγ and Qf being
the factorization scales for the photon and quark distributions, respectively. The summa-

















Clearly, the scale for the photon momentum transfer should be above the elastic bound
Qγ ≥ ΛElγ . What is not clear, however, is how high we should evolve Qγ . If we crudely
consider the total inclusive cross section, we could simply choose the kinematical upper
limit Q2γ ≈ Q2f ≈ sˆ/4 or sˆ/4−m2N , which is a quite common practice in the literature [57].
However, we do not consider this a satisfactory treatment. Well below the kinematical
upper limit, the photon virtuality Qγ becomes sufficiently large so that the collinear photon
approximation as in figure 5 breaks down. Consequently, “deeply inelastic scattering”
(DIS), as in figure 6, becomes the dominant feature. Thus, a more reasonable treatment is
to introduce an upper limit for the inelastic process ΛDISγ , above which a full DIS calculation





15 GeV for 14TeV
25 GeV for 100TeV
(2.29)
Sensitivity to variations ΛDISγ are discussed in section 2.5.




























In figure 3, we give the ΦInel spectrum as a function of
√
τ , denoted by the (red)
dash curve, for 14 and 100TeV. For the range investigated, ΦInel ranges between 2 − 4%
of the DY luminosity. Compared to its elastic counterpart, the smallness of the inelastic
luminosity is attributed the limited Q2γ evolution.
The inelastic matrix element is identical to the elastic case. In figures 4(a) and 4(b),
we show the bare cross section for the inelastic process, denoted by the (red) dash line, as
a function of the neutrino mass. The rate varies between 0.7− 30 (40− 260) fb at 14 (100)
TeV for mN = 100 GeV−1 TeV. As seen in figures 4(c) and 4(d), where the cross sections
are normalized to the DY rate, it reaches about 10 (50)% of the DY rate at large mN .
2.3.3 Deeply inelastic scattering: high pT quark jet
As discussed in the previous section, at a sufficiently large momentum transfer the collinear
photon description breaks down and the associated final-state quark emerges as an observ-
able jet. The electroweak process at α4
q1 q2 → N ℓ± q′1 q′2. (2.31)
becomes DIS, as shown by the Feynman diagrams in figure 6. The top row of figure 6 can
be identified as the DIS analog of those diagrams in figure 5. Again, the first two diagrams
represent the Wγ fusion with collinear log-enhancement from t-channel W exchange. At
these momentum transfers, theWZ fusion channel [26] turns on but is numerically smaller;
see figure 6, bottom row, first diagram. The center row and two bottom-rightmost diagrams

































Figure 6. Feynman diagrams for the DIS process q1q2 → Nℓ±q′1q′2.
Those processes, however, scale as 1/sˆ and are not log-enhanced. A subset of these last
diagrams also represent higher-order QED corrections to the DY process.
To model DIS, we use MG5 and simulate eq. (2.31) at order α4. We impose4 at





|(qi − q′j)2| > ΛDISγ . (2.32)
This requirement serves to separate the elastic and inelastic channels from DIS. Sensitivity
to this cutoff is addressed in section 2.5.
In figure 3, we show the quark-quark parton luminosity spectrum Φqq′ , the source
of the DIS processes, and represented by the (orange) dash-diamond curves. Though
possessing the largest parton luminosity, the channel must overcome its larger coupling
and phase space suppression. At 14 and 100TeV, Φqq′ ranges 3− 5 times larger than Φqq′ .




In figures 4(a) and 4(b), we plot bare cross section as in eq. (2.7), denoted by the
(orange) dash-diamond curve. In figures 4(c) and 4(d), the same curves are normalized to
the DY rate. At 14 (100) TeV, the cross section ranges from 1− 60 (80− 500) fb, reaching
about 35% (80%) of the DY rate.
To compare channels, we observe that the DIS (elastic) process increases greatest
(least) with increasing collider energies. This is due to the increase likelihood for larger
momentum transfers in more energetic collisions. A similar conclusion was found for elastic
and inelastic γγ scattering at the Tevatron and LHC [59].
4For consistency, we also require the lepton cuts given in eq. (2.23) and a jet separation ∆Rjj > 0.4 to
regularize irrelevant γ∗ → qq diagrams, where ∆R ≡
√


















σ14 TeV LHC/|VℓN |2 [fb] mN = 300 GeV mN = 500 GeV mN = 1 TeV
pp→ Nℓ± LO DY [K = 1.2] 293 (352) 47.3 (56.8) 2.87 (3.44)
pp→ Nℓ±X Elastic 10.8971 5.16756 1.23693
pp→ Nℓ±X Inelastic 8.32241 3.44245 0.65728
pp→ Nℓ±X DIS 11.7 5.19 1.21
σγ−Initiated/σ
K=1.2
DY 0.09 0.24 0.90
σ100 TeV VLHC/|VℓN |2 [fb] mN = 300 GeV mN = 500 GeV mN = 1 TeV
pp→ Nℓ± LO DY [K = 1.3] 2540 (3300) 583 (758) 70.5 (91.6)
pp→ Nℓ±X Elastic 85.8 65.5 36.4
pp→ Nℓ±X Inelastic 144 96.0 42.7
pp→ Nℓ±X DIS 210 145 76.7
σγ−Initiated/σ
K=1.3
DY 0.13 0.40 1.7
Table 2. Total cross sections of various pp → Nℓ±X channels for representative values of mN .
Minimal acceptance cuts as in eqs. (2.23) have been applied.
2.3.4 Total neutrino production from γ-initiated processes
The total heavy neutrino production cross section from γ-initiated processes may be ob-






We plot eq. (2.33) as a function of mN in figures 4(a) and 4(b) at 14 and 100TeV, denoted
by the (blue) dash-dot curve. In figures 4(c) and 4(d), the same curves are normalized to the
DY rate. FormN = 100 GeV−1 TeV, the total rate spans 3−100 (150−1000) fb at 14 (100)
TeV, reaching about 90 (110)% of the DY rate at large mN . We find that the Wγ fusion
represents the largest heavy neutrino production mechanism for mN > 1 TeV (770) GeV
at 14 (100) TeV. We expect for increasing collider energy this crossover will occur earlier
at lighter neutrino masses. Cross sections for representative values of mN for all channels
at 14 and 100TeV are given in table 2.
Before closing the discussion for the heavy N production at hadron colliders, an im-
portant remark is in order. We have taken into account the inclusive QCD correction at




When calculating the exclusive Nℓ±jj cross section, kinematical cuts of pTj > 10GeV and
∆Rjj > 0.4 were applied to regularize the cross section. For mN = 300 GeV, the exclusive
cross section was found to exceed the LO DY channel at 14TeV, whereas we find that
the NNLO correction to the inclusive cross section is only 20% with DIS contributing 3%.
More recently [60], the tree-level rate for Nℓj with pjT > 30 GeV was calculated to be 80%
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Figure 7. (a) The tree-level differential cross section for Nℓ±j at α2αs with respect to p
j
T ; (b)
Integrated cross section σ(Nℓ±j) versus the minimum pjT cutoff. The solid line denotes the LO
DY rate.
only 20%. We attribute these discrepancies to their too low a pjT cut that overestimate the
contribution of initial-state radiation based on a tree-level calculation.
To make the point concrete, we consider the tree-level QCD correction to the DY
process at order α2αs
p p→ N ℓ± j, (2.35)
where the final-state jet originates from an initial-state quark or gluon. MG5 is used to
simulated eq. (2.35). In figure 7(a), the differential cross section of pjT is shown for a minimal
pT at 5 GeV. The singularity at the origin is apparent. In figure 7(b), the 14TeV LHC cross
section as a function of minimum pT cut on the jet is presented. A representative neutrino
mass of mN = 300 GeV is used; no additional cut has been imposed. At p
jmin
T = 10 GeV,
as adopted in ref. [36], the Nℓj rate is nearly equal to the DY rate, well above the NNLO
prediction for the inclusive cross section [48].
2.4 Kinematic features of N production with jets at 14 TeV
To explore the kinematic distributions of the inclusive neutrino production, we fix
√
s =
14 TeV and mN = 500 GeV. At 100TeV, we observe little change in the kinematical
features and our conclusions remain the same. The most notable difference, however, is
a broadening of rapidity distributions. This is due an increase in longitudinal momentum
carried by the final states, which follows from the increase in average momentum carried
by initial-state partons. For mN ≥ 100 GeV, we observe little difference from the 500GeV
case we present. Throughout this study, jets are ranked by pT , namely, the jet with the
largest (smallest) pT is referred to as hardest (softest).
In figure 8, we plot the (a) pT and (b) η distributions of the hardest jet in pT produced
in association with N for the various Wγ fusion channels. Also shown are (c) pT and (d)
η distributions of the sub-leading jet for the DIS channel. For the hardest jet, we observe
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Figure 8. Stacked (a) pT and (b) η differential distributions, divided by |VℓN |2, at 14TeV LHC of
the leading jet in the elastic (solid fill), inelastic (dot fill), and DIS (crosshatch fill) processes. (c)
pT and (d) η of the sub-leading jet in DIS.
of t-channel W boson emission. For the soft jet, we observe a rise in cross section at
low pT and a rapidity also concentrated at |η| ∼ 3.5, indicating t-channel emission of a
massless vector boson. We conclude that VBF is the driving contribution γ-initiated heavy
neutrino production.
In figure 9, we plot the (a) pT and (b) η distributions of the charged lepton produced
in association with N for all channels contributing to Nℓ production. Also shown are the
(c) pT and (d) y distribution of N . For both leptons, we observed a tendency for softer pT
and broader rapidity distributions in γ-initiated channels than in the DY channel. As DY
neutrino production proceeds through the s-channel, N and ℓ possess harder pT than the
γ-initiated states, which proceed through t-channel production and are thus more forward.
2.5 Scale dependence
For the processes under consideration, namely DY and Wγ fusion, there are two factor-























































































































Figure 9. Stacked (a) pT and (b) η differential distributions at 14TeV LHC of the charged lepton
produced in association with N for the DY (line fill), elastic, inelastic and DIS processes. (c) pT





14 (100) TeV at 14 (100) TeV
ΛElγ [Eq. (2.25)] 1.22GeV
mp 2.3GeV O(10%) (12%)
mp 5GeV O(22%) (28%)
ΛDISγ [Eq. (2.29)] 15GeV (25GeV)
5GeV 50GeV O(10%) (15%)











Table 3. Summary of scale dependence in Nℓ±X production at 14TeV and 100TeV.
physical processes. For the γ-initiated channels, we separate the contributions into three
regimes using ΛElγ and Λ
DIS
γ . Though the quark parton scale Qf is present in all channels,

















To quantify the numerical impact of varying these scales, each relevant cross section
as a function of mN is computed with one scale varied while all other scales are held at
their default values. The test ranges are taken as
mp ≤ ΛElγ ≤ 5 GeV,






In figure 10, we plot the variation band in each production channel cross section due to
the shifting scale. For a given channel, rates are normalized to the cross section using
the default scale choices, as discussed in the previous sections and summarized in the first
column of table 3. High-(low-) scale choices are denoted by a solid line with right-side
(upside-down) up triangles.
For the 14TeV LO DY process, we observe in figure 10(a) maximally a 9% upward
(7% downward) variation for the range of mN investigated. Below mN ≈ 300 GeV, the
default scale scheme curve is below (above) the high (low) scale scheme curve. The trend is
reversed for above mN ≈ 300 GeV. At 100TeV, the crossover point shifts to much higher
values of mN . Numerically, we observe a smaller scale dependence at the 5% level.
In figure 10(b), we plot scale variation associated with the factorization scale Qf for
DIS. Maximally, we observe a 16% upward (8% downward) shift. We observe that the
crossover between the high and low scale schemes now occurs at mN . 100 GeV. This
is to be expected as sˆ for the 4-body DIS at a fixed neutrino mass is much larger than
that for the 2-body DY channel. Similarly, as
√
sˆ and mN are no longer comparable, as in
the DY case, an asymmetry between the high- and low-scale scheme curves emerges. At
100TeV, we observe a smaller dependence at the 10% level.
In figure 10(c), we show the dependence on ΛElγ in the elastic (dot) and inelastic (dash)
channels, as well as the sum of the two channels (dash-dot). For the elastic channel we
find very small dependence on ΛElγ between mp and 5 GeV, with the analytical expression
for fElγ/p given in appendix A. For the inelastic channel, on the other hand, we find rather
large dependence on ΛElγ between mp and 5 GeV. Since Λ
El
γ acts as the regulator of the
inelastic channel’s collinear logarithm, this large sensitivity is expected; see appendix B for
details regarding f Inelγ/p . We find that the summed rate is slightly more stable. In the region
mp < Λ
El
γ < 2.3 GeV, the variation is below the 10% level. Over the entire range studied,
this grows to 20%. At 100TeV, similar behavior is observed and the dependence grows to
the 30% level over the whole range.
In figure 10(d), for mN = 500 GeV, we plot the scale dependence on Λ
DIS
γ in the
inelastic (dash) and DIS (dash-diamond) channels, as well as the sum of the two channels
(dash-dot). Very large sensitivity on the scale is found for individual channels, ranging
40%− 60% over the entire domain. However, as the choice of ΛDISγ is arbitrary, we expect
and observe that their sum is considerably less sensitive to ΛDISγ . For Λ
DIS
γ = 5 − 50 (5 −
150)GeV, we find maximally a 10% (18%) variation. The stability suggests the channels
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Figure 10. Cross section ratios relative to the default scale scheme, as a function of mN , for the
high-scale (triangle) and low-scale (upside-down triangle) Qf scheme in (a) DY and (b) DIS. The
same quantity as a function of (c) ΛElγ in elastic (dot), inelastic (dash), elastic+inelastic (dash-dot)
scattering; (d) ΛDISγ in inelastic (dash), DIS (dash-diamond), and inelastic+DIS (dash-dot).
3 Heavy neutrino observability at hadron colliders
3.1 Kinematic features of heavy N decays to same-sign leptons with jets at
100 TeV
We consider at a 100TeV pp collider charged current production of a heavy Majorana
neutrino N in association with n = 0, 1 or 2 jets, and its decay to same-sign leptons and
a dijet via the subprocess N → ℓW → ℓjj:
p p→ N ℓ± + nj → ℓ± ℓ′± + (n+ 2)j, n = 0, 1, 2. (3.1)
Event simulation for the DY and DIS channels was handled with MG5. A NNLO K-factor
of K = 1.3 is applied to the LO DY channel; kinematic distributions are not scaled by K.
Elastic and inelastic channels were handled by extending neutrino production calculations
to include heavy neutrino decay. The NWA with full spin correlation was applied. The

















Detector response was modeled by applying a Gaussian smearing to jets and leptons.







with a = 0.6 (0.9) and b = 0.05 (0.07) for |η| ≤ 3.2 (> 3.2), and where the terms are
added in quadrature, i.e., x ⊕ y =
√








We will eventually discuss the sensitivity to the e±µ± final state and thus consider electron
pT smearing. For electrons,










Both the muon 1/pT and electron pT smearing are translated into an energy smearing,
keeping the polar angle unchanged. We only impose the cuts on the charged leptons as
listed in eq. (2.23).
In figure 11, we show the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity distributions of the
final-state jets and same-sign dileptons for the processes in eq. (3.1), for mN = 500GeV.





T ). As the three-body N → ℓjj decay is preceded by the two-body N → ℓW process,
pjWT scales like mN/4, as seen in figure 11(a). The jets produced in association with N are
denoted by j3 or j4, and also ranked by pT . As VBF drives these channels, we expect j3
(associated withW ∗) and j4 (associated with γ
∗) to scale likeMW /2 and Λ
DIS
γ , respectively.
In figure 11(b), the η distributions of all final-state jets are shown. We see that j3 and
j4 are significantly more forward than jW1 and jW2, consistent with jets participating in
VBF. The high degree of centrality of jW1 and jW2 follows from the central W decay.
In figures 11(c) and 11(d), we plot the pT and η distributions of the final-state leptons.
The charged lepton produced in association with N is denoted by ℓ1 and the neutrino’s
child lepton by ℓN . As a decay product, p
ℓN
T scales like (mN −MW )/2, whereas pℓ1T scales
as (
√
sˆ−mN )/2. ℓ1 tends to be soft and more forward in the γ-initiated channels.
3.2 Signal definition and event selection: same-sign leptons with jets
For simplicity, we restrict our study to electrons and muons. We design our cut menu
based on the same-sign muon channel. Up to detector smearing effects, the analysis remains
unchanged for electrons. A summary of imposed cuts are listed in table 4. Jets and leptons
are identified by imposing an isolation requirement; we require
∆Rjj > 0.4, ∆Rℓℓ > 0.2. (3.5)
5For this group of exotic searches, the dominant lepton uncertainty stems from pT mis-measurement.










































































































Figure 11. (a) pT and (b) η differential distributions of the final-state jets for the processes in
eq. (3.1), for mN = 500 GeV; (c,d) the same for final-state same-sign dileptons.
Lepton Cuts Jet Cuts Other Cuts









T ) > 30 (40) GeV 6ET < 50 GeV
|ηℓ| < 2.5 |ηj | < 2.5 |mCandidateN −mN | < 20 GeV
|MCandidateW −MW | < 20 GeV
|mjjj −mt| < 20 GeV (Veto)
Table 4. Parton-level cuts on 100TeV µ±µ±jjX Analysis.
We define our signal as two muons possessing the same electric charge and at least two jets
satisfying the following fiducial and kinematic requirements:
|ηℓ| < 2.5, pℓT > 30 GeV, |ηj | < 2.5, pjT > 30 GeV. (3.6)
The bare cross sections [defined by factorizing out Sℓℓ as defined in eq. (2.8)] after cuts listed
in eqs. (3.6) and (3.5) and smearing are given in the first row of table 5, for representative

















σ0 [Eq. (2.8)] [fb] \ mN [GeV] 300 500 1000
Fiducial + Kin. + Smearing [Eq. (3.6)] 281 (41%) 83.9 (45%) 11.6 (28%)
Leading pT Minimum [Eq. (3.7)] 278 (99%) 83.8 (>99%) 11.6 (>99%)
∆Rℓj Separation [Eq. (3.9)] 264 (95%) 79.3 (95%) 10.7 (92%)
6ET Maximum [Eq. (3.10)] 263 (>99%) 78.1 (99%) 10.1 (95%)
MW Reco. [Eq. (3.11)] 252 (96%) 74.1 (95%) 9.51 (94%)
mt Veto [Eq. (3.12)] 251 (99%) 73.5 (99%) 9.42 (99%)
mN Reco. [Eq. (3.13)] 244 (98%) 64.7 (88%) 7.79 (83%)
Acceptance [A] = σ All Cuts0 /σFid.+Kin.+Sm.0 87% 77% 67%
Table 5. Acceptance rates and percentage efficiencies for the signal µ±µ±jjX at 100TeV VLHC.
with additional jets are kept; we have not tried to utilize the VBF channel’s high-rapidity
jets. About 30-45% of all ℓ±ℓ
′±jjX events survive these cuts. As learned from figure 11,
the η requirement given in ref. [84] considerably reduces selection efficiency. Extending the
fiducial coverage to ηMax = 3 or larger, though technically difficult, can be very beneficial
experimentally.
We plot the maximum pT of jets in figure 12(a) and of charged leptons in figure 12(b),
for mN = 300, 500 and 1000GeV. One finds that the p
j Max
T scale is mN/4 and is set by
the N → W → jj chain. For the lepton case, pℓ MaxT is set by the neutrino decay and
scales as mN/2. In light of these, we apply the following additional selection cuts to reduce
background processes:
pj MaxT > 40 GeV, p
ℓ Max
T > 60 GeV. (3.7)
The corresponding rate is given in the second row of table 5 and we find that virtually all
events pass eq. (3.7). As both pMaxT are sensitive to mN , searches can be slightly optimized
by instead imposing the variable cut









In each of the several production channels, the final-state charged leptons and jets
are widely separated in ∆R; see figure 12(c). With only a marginal effect on the signal
rate, we impose the following cut that greatly reduce heavy quarks backgrounds such as tt
production [27]:
∆Rminℓj > 0.6. (3.9)
The corresponding rate is given in the third row of table 5. If needed, eq. (3.9) can be set
as high as 1.0 and still maintain a high signal efficiency.
In figure 12(d), the separation between the jets in the N decay is shown. For increasing
mN , the separation decreases. This is the result of the W boson becoming more boosted
at larger mN , resulting in more collimated jets. For TeV-scale N , substructure techniques
become necessary for optimize event identification and reconstruction. We reserve studying
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Figure 12. (a) Maximum jet pT , (b) maximum charged lepton pT , (c) minimum ∆Rℓj , (d)













































Figure 13. (a) /pT for individual contributions to pp → ℓ±ℓ′±jjX at mN = 500 GeV. (b) Total

















For the signature studied here, no light neutrinos are present in the final state. For the
heavy neutrino widths listed in eq. (2.14), the decay length βcτ is from 10−2 − 1 fm, indi-
cating that N is very short-lived. Thus, there is no source of missing transverse momentum
(MET) in the same-sign leptons with (n+2)j aside from detector-level mis-measurements,
which are parameterized by eqs. (3.2)–(3.4). With this smearing parameterization, for-
ward (large η) jets are observed with less precision than central (small η) jets. Due to
the naturally larger energies associated with forward jets participating in VBF at 100TeV,
the energy-dependent term in eq. (3.2) provides a potentially large source of momentum
mis-measurements in our analysis. This channel-dependent behavior can be seen in fig-
ure 13(a) for mN =500GeV. The increase in MET is found to be modest. In figure 13(b),
we plot the combined MET differential distribution for representative mN . To maximize
the contributions to our signal rate, we impose the loose criterion
/pT < 50 GeV. (3.10)
The corresponding rate is given in the fourth row of table 5 and show that most events
pass. Though technically difficult, tightening this cut can greatly enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio.
To identify the heavy neutrino resonance in the complicated ℓ±ℓ±+(n+2)j topology, we
exploit that the N → ℓ±jj decay results in two very energetic jets that remain very central
and possess a resonant invariant mass. In the 4j final-state channel, (rare) contributions
from Nℓ±W∓ can lead to the existence of a second W boson in our signal. To avoid
identifying a second W (or a continuum distribution) as the W boson from our heavy
neutrino decay, we employ the following algorithm: (i) First consider all jets satisfying
eq. (3.6) and require that at least one pair possesses an invariant mass close to MW , i.e.,
|mjmjn −MW | < 20 GeV. (3.11)
(ii) If no such pair has an invariant mass within 20GeV of MW , then the event is rejected.
(iii) If more than one pair satisfies eq. (3.11), including the situation where one jet can
satisfy eq. (3.11) with multiple partners, we identify the jj-system with the highest pT as
the child W boson from the heavy neutrino decay. This last step is motived by the fact
that the pT of neutrino’s decay products scale like pT ∼ mN/2, and thus at larger values of
mN the W boson will become more boosted. This is contrary to Nℓ
±W∓ and continuum
events, in which all states are mostly produced close to threshold. In figure 14(a), we plot
the reconstructed invariant mass of the dijet system satisfying this procedure and observe
a very clear resonance at MW . The corresponding rate is given in the fifth row of table 5
and show most events pass.
To remove background events from ttW production, events containing four or more
jets with any three jets satisfying
|mjjj −mt| < 20 GeV (3.12)
are rejected. As this is a non-resonant distribution in the Nℓ+ nj channels, its impact on























































Figure 14. Reconstructed invariant mass of the (a)W boson and (b) heavy N candidates for same
mN as figure 12.
mN [GeV] 100 200 300 400 500 600
σ All Cuts0 [fb] 205 588 244 118 64.7 48.1




−1) 4 18 9 5 3 2
ns2σ(100 fb
−1) 8 16 11 9 7 6
mN [GeV] 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
σ All Cuts0 [fb] 23.4 14.4 10.5 7.79 4.61 4.01




−1) 2 1 1 1 1 1
ns2σ(100 fb
−1) 7 5 5 5 5 5
Table 6. Expected µ±µ±jjX (bare) signal and SM background rates at 100TeV VLHC after cuts.
Number of background events and required signal events for 2σ sensitivity after 100 fb−1.
show that nearly all events pass. A top quark-veto can be further optimized by introducing
high-purity anti-b-tagging, e.g., ref. [89].
We identifyN by imposing themN -dependent requirement on the two (ℓi,WCand.) pairs
and choose whichever system possesses an invariant mass closer to mN . In figure 14(b),
we plot the reconstructed invariant mass of this system observing very clear peaks at mN .
It is important to take into account that the width of the heavy neutrino grows like m3N ,
and reaches the 10GeV-level at mN = 1 TeV. Therefore, we apply the following width-
sensitive cut:
|mN Cand. −mN | < Max(20 GeV, 3ΓN). (3.13)

















mN [GeV] 100 200 300 400 500 600
σ All Cuts0 [fb] 408 1160 480 230 125 93.2




−1) 27 434 71 13 4 3
ns2σ(100 fb
−1) 18 71 30 13 8 8
mN [GeV] 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
σ All Cuts0 [fb] 44.9 27.7 20.3 15.1 8.98 7.86




−1) 2 1 1 1 1 1
ns2σ(100 fb
−1) 6 5 5 5 5 5
Table 7. Same as table 6 for e±µ±jjX.
The acceptance A of our signal rate, defined as
A = σAll Cuts / σFidcuial Cuts+Kinematic Cuts+Smearing, (3.14)
is given in the last row of table 5. The total bare rate for the µµ and µe channels at
representative values of mN are given, respectively, in the tables 6 and 7.
3.3 Background
Although there are no lepton-number violating processes in the SM, there exist rare pro-
cesses with final-state, same-sign leptons as well as “faked” backgrounds from detector mis-
measurement. Here we describe our estimate of the leading backgrounds to the final-state
pp→ ℓ±ℓ′± + n ≥ 2j +X (3.15)
for the µµ and eµ channels. The principle SM processes are ttX, W±W±X, and electron
charge misidentification. We model the parton-level matrix elements of these processes
using MG5 aMC@NLO [78] and the CTEQ6L PDFs [73] with factorization and renormal-
ization scales Q =
√
sˆ/2. We perform the background analysis in the same manner as for
the signal-analysis.
3.3.1 tt
At 100TeV, radiative EW processes at α2sα such as
p p → t t W± → b b W+ W− W± → ℓ± ℓ′± b b j j νℓ νℓ′ , (3.16)
possess non-negligible cross sections. At LO, σ(ttW → µ±µ±bbjjνµνµ) ≈ 40 fb, and threat-
ens discovery potential. At 14TeV, ttW possesses a NLO K-factor of K = 1.2 [90]. As an
estimate, this is applied at 100TeV. As shown in table 8, the tight acceptance cuts reduce

















σ(ttW ) [fb] eµ µµ
Fiducial + Kinematics + Smearing [K = 1.2] [Eq. (3.6)] 20.5 10.3 (26%)
Leading pT Minimum [Eq. (3.7)] 16.5 8.23 (80%)
∆Rℓj Separation [Eq. (3.9)] 11.8 5.91 (72%)
6ET Maximum [Eq. (3.10)] 3.58 1.78 (30%)
MW Reconstruction [Eq. (3.11)] 2.54 1.27 (72%)
mt Veto [Eq. (3.12)] 0.0452 0.0213 (2%)
σ(tt) (Electron Charge Mis-ID) [fb] eµ
Fiducial + Kinematics + Smearing [Eq. (3.6)] [K = 0.96] 94.5 ×103 (21%)
Leading pT Minimum [Eq. (3.7)] 67.0 ×103 (71%)
∆Rℓj Separation [Eq. (3.9)] 55.2 ×103 (82%)
6ET Maximum [Eq. (3.10)] 21.4 ×103 (39%)
MW Reconstruction [Eq. (3.11)] 3.12 ×103 (15%)
mt Veto [Eq. (3.12)] 3.12 ×103 (100%)
Charge Mis-ID [ǫe Mis−ID] [Eq. (3.20)] 10.9 (0.4%)
Table 8. Acceptance rates for SM tt at 100TeV pp collider.
inherent source of MET. After the MET cut, the background rate is reduced to the 2 fb
level. Lastly, the decay chain
t → b W → b j j (3.17)
can be reconstructed into a top quark. Rejecting any event with a three-jet invariant mass
near the top quark mass, i.e., eq. (3.12), dramatically reduces this background to the tens
of ab level. At this point, approximately 0.2% of events passing initial selection criteria
survive.
At 100TeV, the NLO tt cross section is estimated to be σ(tt) ≈ 1.8×107 fb [84]. Hence,
rare top quark decays have the potential to spoil our sensitivity, e.g.,
pp → t t → b b W+ W− → b c ℓ+ ℓ+′ νℓ νℓ′ W− + c.c., (3.18)
where a b-quark hadronizes into a B-meson that then decays semi-leptonically through the
b→ cℓνℓ subprocess, which is proportional to the small mixing |Vcb|2. The MET and ∆Rℓj
cuts render the rate negligible [29]. Usage of high-purity anti-b tagging techniques [89] can
further suppresses this process. The b → u transition offers a similar background but is
|Vub/Vcb|2 ∼ (0.1)2 smaller [79].
3.3.2 Electron charge misidentification
An important source of background for the e±µ± channel is from electron charge misiden-
tification in fully leptonic decays of top quark pairs:

















σ(W±W± + 2j) [fb] eµ µµ
Fiducial + Kinematics + Smearing [Eq. (3.6)] 11.6 5.78 (11%)
Leading pT Minimum [Eq. (3.7)] 9.45 4.72 (82%)
∆Rℓj Separation [Eq. (3.9)] 7.46 3.63 (77%)
6ET Maximum [Eq. (3.10)] 2.56 1.28 (35%)
MW Reconstruction [Eq. (3.11)] 0.132 0.0664 (5%)
mt Veto [Eq. (3.12)] 0.132 0.0664 (100%)
σ(W±W±W∓) [fb] eµ µµ
Fiducial + Kinematics + Smearing [K = 1.8] [Eq. (3.6)] 3.35 1.68 (13%)
Leading pT Minimum [Eq. (3.7)] 2.53 1.26 (75%)
∆Rℓj Separation [Eq. (3.9)] 2.31 1.11 (87%)
6ET Maximum [Eq. (3.10)] 0.754 0.375 (34%)
MW Reconstruction [Eq. (3.11)] 0.735 0.368 (98%)
mt Veto [Eq. (3.12)] 0.735 0.368 (100%)
Table 9. Acceptance rates for SM W±W± at 100TeV pp collider.
Such misidentification occurs when an electron undergoes bremsstrahlung in the tracker
volume and the associated photon converts into an e+e− pair. If the electron of opposite
charge carries a large fraction of the original electron’s energy, then the oppositely charged
electron may be misidentified as the primary electron. For muons, this effect is negligible
due the near absence of photons converting to muons [91, 92]. At the CMS detector,
the electron charge misidentification rate, ǫe Mis−ID, has been determined as a function of
generator-level η [92]. We assume a conservative, uniform rate of
ǫe Mis−ID = 3.5× 10−3. (3.20)
To estimate the effect of electron charge mis-ID at 100TeV, we consider eq. (3.19),
normalized to NLO. Other charge mis-ID channels, including Z + nj, are coupling/phase
space suppressed compared to tt. The tt rate after selection cuts is recorded in table 8, and
exists at the 100 pb level. We find that the electron charge mis-ID rate for eq. (3.19) can be
as large as 11 fb before the mN Cand cut is applied. As either electron in the e
±e± channel
can be tagged, the mis-ID background is the same size as the e±µ± channel. Applying
the mN Cand cut we observe that the background quickly falls off for mN & 200 GeV. As
with other backgrounds possessing final-state bottoms, high purity anti-b-tagging offers
improvements. We conclude that the effects of charge misidentification are the dominant
background in electron-based final states.
3.3.3 W±W±
The QCD and EW processes at orders α2sα
2 and α3 , respectively,
p p → W± W± j j (3.21)
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Figure 15. Total SM background versus mN for (a) µ
±µ± and (b) e±µ± channels at 100TeV.
present a challenging background due to their sizable rates and kinematic similarity to the
signal process. The triboson production rate at NLO in QCD for 14TeV LHC has been
calculated [93]. As an estimate, we apply the 14TeV K-factor of K = 1.8 to the 100TeV
LO W±W±W∓ channel. After requiring the signal definition criteria, we find the W±W±
backgrounds are present at the several fb-level. Like tt, the W±W±X final states possess
light neutrinos and non-negligible MET. Imposing a maximum on the allowed MET further
reduces the background by about 35%. As no W → jj decay exists in the QCD process,
the reconstructed MW requirement drops the rate considerably. After the mt veto, the SM
W±W±X rate is 0.4 (0.9) fb for the µµ (eµ) channel.
For all background channels, we apply the mN -dependent cut given in eq. (3.13) on
the invariant mass of the reconstructed W candidate with either charged lepton. The total
expected SM background after all selection cuts as a function of mN are given for the
µµ channel in figure 15(a), and the eµ channel in figure 15(b). The total expected SM
background for representative values of mN are given in tables 6 and 7, respectively. For
these channels, we find a SM background of 1 − 115 ab and 1 − 4000 ab for the neutrino
masses considered. For both channels, the background is greatest for mN . 400 GeV and
become comparable for mN & 600 GeV.
3.4 Discovery potential at 100 TeV
We now estimate the discovery potential at the 100TeV VLHC of L-violation via same-sign
leptons and jets. We quantify this using Poisson statistics. Details of our treatment can
be found in appendix C. The total neutrino cross section is related to the total bare cross
section by the expression
σ(ℓ±ℓ
′±jj +X) = Sℓℓ′ × σ0(ℓ±ℓ′±jj +X). (3.23)
We consider two scenarios for Sµµ, one used by ref. [29], dubbed the “optimistic” scenario,
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Figure 16. At 100TeV and as a function of mN , the 2σ sensitivity to Sℓℓ′ after 100 fb
−1 (dash-
diamond) and 1 ab−1 (dash-star) for the (a) µ±µ± and (b) e±µ± channels. The optimistic (pes-
simistic) bound is given by the solid (short-dash) horizontal line. (c) The required luminosity for a
3 (dash-circle) and 5σ (dash-star) discovery in the µ±µ± channel.
and the more stringent value obtained in eq. (2.17), dubbed the “pessimistic” scenario,
Sµµ = 1.1× 10−3. (3.25)
For Seµ, we use the mN -dependent quantity obtained in eq. (2.16), i.e., 10
−5 − 10−6.
We introduce a 20% systematic uncertainty by making the following scaling to the SM
background cross section
σSM → δSys × σSM, δSys = 1.2. (3.26)
For the µµ and eµ channels, respectively, the maximum number of background events and
requisite number of signal events at a 2σ significance after 100 fb−1 are given in tables 6
and 7. For the µµ channel, these span 1− 18 background and 5− 16 signal events; for eµ,
1− 434 and 5− 71 events.
We translate this into sensitivity to the mixing parameter Sℓℓ′ and plot the 2σ contours

















L Seµ(100 TeV) Sµµ(100 TeV) Sµµ(14 TeV)
2σ
100 fb−1 4.9× 10−4 2.7× 10−4 1.4× 10−4
1 ab−1 1.4× 10−4 7.5× 10−5 3.1× 10−5
375 GeV
100 fb−1 6× 10−4 7.5× 10−4 3× 10−3
1 ab−1 1.7× 10−4 1.8× 10−4 5.5× 10−4
500 GeV
100 fb−1 7.2× 10−4 1.2× 10−3 8× 10−3
1 ab−1 1.5× 10−4 2.5× 10−4 1.1× 10−3
Table 10. Sensitivity to the mixing parameter Sℓℓ′ at the 14TeV LHC and 100TeV VLHC.
100 TeV 2σ(100 fb−1) 5σ(100 fb−1) 5σ(1 ab−1) L5σ(375 GeV) L5σ(500 GeV)
Optimistic 980 GeV 580 GeV 1070 GeV 40 fb−1 80 fb−1
Pessimistic 470 GeV 215 GeV 615 GeV 380 fb−1 750 fb−1
14 TeV 2σ(100 fb−1) 5σ(100 fb−1) 5σ(1 ab−1) L5σ(375 GeV) L5σ(500 GeV)
Optimistic 465 GeV 270 GeV 530 GeV 300 fb−1 810 fb−1
Pessimistic 255 GeV 135 GeV 280 GeV 2.6 ab−1 6.9 ab−1
Table 11. Sensitivity to heavy neutrino production in the µµ channel at 14 and 100TeV.
[figure 16(a)] and eµ [figure 16(b)] channels. In the µµ scenario and mN = 500 GeV, a
mixing at the level of Sµµ = 1.2 × 10−3 (2.5 × 10−4) with 100−1 (1 ab−1) can be probed.
The optimistic (pessimistic) bound is given by the solid (short-dash) horizontal line. In the
eµ scenario and the same mass, we find sensitivity to Seµ = 7.2 (1.5) × 10−4. For the eµ
channel, the EW+0νββ bound is at the 10−6 − 10−5 level. Sensitivity to Sℓℓ′ at 100TeV
is summarized in table 10.
Comparatively, we observe a slight “dip” (broad “bump”) in the µµ (eµ) curve around
200GeV. For the µµ channel, this is due to the low signal acceptance rates for Majorana
neutrinos very close to the W threshold; the search methodology for mN near or below the
MW has been studied elsewhere [27, 29]. For mN ≥ 200 GeV, the signal acceptance rate
grows rapidly, greatly increasing sensitivity. In the eµ channel, the electron charge mis-ID
background is greatest in the region around 200GeV and quickly dwindles for larger mN .
In the low-mass regime, we find greater sensitivity in the µµ channel. However, due to
flavor multiplicity and comparable background rates, the eµ channel has greater sensitivity
in the large-mN regime.
In figure 16(c), we plot as a function of mN the required luminosity for a 3σ (cir-
cle) and 5σ (star) discovery in the µµ channel for the pessimisticc (purple, dash-dot)
and optimistic (red, dash) mixing scenarios. With 100 fb−1(1 ab−1) and in the optimistic
scenario, a Majorana neutrino with mN = 580 (1070) GeV can be discovered at 5σ signif-
icance; with the same integrated luminosity but in the pessimistic scenario, the reach is
mN = 215 (615) GeV. In the optimistic (pessimistic) scenario, for a 375GeV Majorana
neutrino, a benchmark used by ref. [29], a 5σ discovery can be achieved with 40 (350) fb−1;

















Lepton Cuts Jet Cuts Other Cuts









T ) > 15 (40) GeV 6ET < 35 GeV
|ηℓ| < 2.4 |ηj | < 2.4 |mCandidateN −mN | < 20 GeV
|MCandidateW −MW | < 20 GeV
|mjjj −mt| < 20 GeV (Veto)
Table 12. Parton-level cuts on 14TeV µ±µ±jjX Analysis.
σ \ mN [GeV] 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
σ All Cuts0 [fb] 576 132 36.0 14.0 6.28 3.05 1.55




−1) 4 4 2 1 1 0 0
ns2σ(100 fb
−1) 8 8 6 5 5 4 4
Table 13. Same as table 6 for 14TeV LHC.
3.5 Updated discovery potential at 14 TeV LHC
We update the 14TeV LHC discovery potential to heavy Majorana neutrinos above the W
boson threshold decaying to same-sign muons. Our procedure largely follows the 100TeV
scenario but numerical values are based on ref. [29]. Signal-wise, we require exactly two
same-sign muons (vetoing additional leptons) and at least two jets (allowing additional
jets) satisfying the cuts listed in table 12. Differences from the analysis introduced by
ref. [29] include: updated smearing parameterization given in eqs. (3.2) and (3.3); an
6ET requirement based on the ATLAS detector capabilities given in ref. [40]; cuts on the
leading charged lepton and jet; and more stringent requirements on theW and N candidate
masses. These differences sacrifice sensitivity to mN . 100 GeV for high-mass reach. For
our NNLO in QCD K-factor, we use K = 1.2, as given in eq. (2.20). We report the bare
heavy neutrino rate after all cuts for representative mN in the first row of table 13. The
total bare rate ranges from 2− 580 fb for mN = 100− 700 GeV.
As previously discussed or shown, the tt background for the dimuon channel is negli-
gible, so we focus on W±W± pairs. For triboson production, an NLO in QCD K factor of
K = 1.8 is applied [93]. After all cuts, the expected SM background for representative mN
is given in the second row table 13. After the mN -dependent cut, the expected SM back-
ground rate reaches at most 19 ab. Like the 100TeV case, a 20% systematic is introduced
into the background. For the µµ and eµ channels, respectively, The maximum number of
background events and requisite number of signal events at a 2σ significance after 100 fb−1
are given in the third and fourth rows, respectively, of table 13.
In figure 17(a), we plot the 2σ sensitivity to the mixing coefficient Sµµ after 100 fb
−1
(dash-diamond) and 1 ab−1 (dash-star). For the benchmark mN = 375 GeV, a mixing
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Figure 17. At 14TeV, (a) same as figure 16(a); (b) same as figure 16(c).
mN = 500 GeV, we find sensitivity to be Sµµ = 8 × 10−3 (1.1 × 10−4). The optimistic
(pessimistic) bound is given by the solid (short-dash) horizontal line. Sensitivity to Sµµ at
14TeV is summarized in table 10.
In figure 17(b), we plot as a function ofmN the required luminosity for a 3σ (circle) and
5σ (star) discovery in the µµ channel for the pessimistic (purple, dash-dot) and optimistic
(red, dash) mixing scenarios. With 100 fb−1 (1 ab−1) and in the optimistic scenario, a
Majorana neutrino with mN = 270 (530)GeV can be discovered at 5σ significance; in
the pessimistic scenario, the reach is mN = 135 (280)GeV. In the optimistic (pessimistic)
scenario, for the 375GeV benchmark, a 5σ discovery can be achieved with 300 (2600) fb−1;
for 500GeV, this is 810 (6900) fb−1. Sensitivity tomN at 14TeV is summarized in table 11.
4 Summary
The search for a heavy Majorana neutrino at the LHC is of fundamental importance. It is
complimentary to the neutrino oscillation programs and, in particular, neutrinoless double-
beta decay experiments. We have studied the production of a heavy Majorana neutrino at
hadron colliders and its lepton-number violating decay as in eq. (3.1), including the NNLO
DY contribution, the elastic and inelastic pγ → Nℓj processes, and the DIS pp → Nℓjj
process via Wγ∗ fusion. We have determined the discovery potential of the same-sign
dilepton signal at a future 100 TeV pp collider, and updated the results at the 14TeV
LHC. We summarize our findings as follows:
• Vector boson fusion processes,e.g., Wγ → Nℓ, become increasingly more important
at higher collider energies and larger mass scales due to collinear logarithmic enhance-
ments of the cross section. At the 14TeV LHC, the three contributing channels of
elastic, inelastic and DIS are comparable in magnitude, while at the 100TeV VLHC,


















• We approximately computed the QCD corrections up to NNLO of the DY production
of Nℓ to obtain the K-factor. We found it to span 1.2− 1.5 for mN values between
100 GeV and 1 TeV at 14 and 100 TeV pp collisions, and is summarized in table 1.
• The Wγ fusion processes surpasses the DY mechanism at mN ∼ 1 TeV (770 GeV) at
the 14TeV LHC (100TeV VLHC); see figure 4(c) [4(d)]. However, we disagree with
the results of refs. [36], where higher order contributions dominating over the LO DY
production at mN ≥ 200 GeV were claimed. The discrepancy is attributed to their
too low a pjT cut that overestimates the contribution of initial-state radiation based
on a tree-level calculation.
• We have introduced a systematic treatment for combining initial-state photons from
various channels and predict cross sections that are rather stable against the scale
choices, typically less than 20%. The exception is the inelastic process, which is rather
sensitive to the scale ΛElγ where the elastic and inelastic processes are separated.
Variation of this scale could lead to about a 30% uncertainty. Scale dependence is
shown in figure 10 and the results summarized in table 3.
• We quantified the signal observability by examining the SM backgrounds. We con-
clude that, with the currently allowed mixing |VµN |2 < 6× 10−3, a 5σ discovery can
be made via the same-sign dimuon channel for mN = 530 (1070) GeV at the 14TeV
LHC (100TeV VLHC) after 1 ab−1; see table 11. Reversely, for mN = 500GeV and
the same integrated luminosity, a mixing |VµN |2 of the order 1.1× 10−3 (2.5× 10−4)
may be probed; see table 10. This study represents the first investigation into heavy
Majorana neutrino production in 100TeV pp collisions.
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A Elastic photon PDF
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Here, ΛElγ is a upper limit on elastic momentum transfers such that f
El
γ/p = 0 for Qγ > Λ
El
γ .
In eq. (A.1), and later in eq. (B.2), since Qγ ≪ mZ , α(µ = Qγ) ≈ αEM ≈ 1/137 is used. In
the hard scattering matrix elements, α(µ =MZ) is used. See ref. [57] for further details.
Equation (A.1) has been found to agree well with data from TeV-scale collisions at
Qγ ∼ mµ [67]. However, applications to cases with larger momentum transfers and finite
angles lead to large errors and increase scale sensitivity. Too large a choice for ΛElγ will
lead to overestimate of cross sections [49]. However, we observe negligible growth in fElγ at
scales well above ΛElγ = 1− 2 GeV, in agreement with ref. [62].
Briefly, we draw attention to a typo in the original manuscript that derives eq. (A.1).
This has been only scantly been mentioned in past literature [54, 61]. The sign preceding
the “y(1 − b)” term of ϕ in eq. (A.3) is erroneously flipped in eq. (D7) of ref. [49]. Both
CalcHEP [94] and MG5 aMC@NLO [78] have the correct sign in their default PDF libraries.
At these scales, the gauge state γ is a understood to be a linear combination of dis-
crete states: the physical (massless) photon and (massive) vector mesons (ω, φ, . . .), and a
continuous mass spectrum, a phenomenon known as generalized vector meson dominance





and Bjorken-x≪ 1 concludes that GMVD effects are included in the usual dipole param-
eterizations of the proton’s electric and magnetic form factors GE and GM [85]. Thus, the
radiation of vector mesons by a proton that are then observed as photon has been folded
into eq. (A.1).
B Inelastic photon PDF
Following the methodology of ref. [57], the inelastic NℓX cross section is given explicitly by













× [fq/p (ξ1, Q2f) fγ/q′ (z,Q2γ) fq′/p (ξ2, Q2f) σˆ (q1γ2) + (1↔ 2)] , (B.1)
τ0 = m
2
N/s, τ = sˆ/s = ξ1ξ2z.


































where e2q = 4/9 (1/9) for up-(down-)type quarks and Λ
Inel
γ is a low-momentum transfer
cutoff. In DGLAP-evolved photon PDFs [72], ΛInelγ is taken as the mass of the participating
quark. Ref. [57] argues a low-energy cutoff O(1 − 2)GeV so that the associated photon
is sufficiently off-shell for the parton model to be valid. As demonstrated, taking ΛInelγ =
ΛElγ = O(1−2) GeV allows for the inclusion of non-perturbative phenomena without worry
of double counting of phase space.
Fixing z and defining ξγ ≡ ξ2z, we have the relationships
τ0 = min (ξ1ξ2z) = min (ξ1ξγ) =⇒ min(ξγ) = τ0
ξ1
for fixed ξ1. (B.3)
Physically, ξγ is the fraction of proton energy carried by the initial-state photon. Eq. (B.2)
can be expressed into the more familiar two-PDF factorization theorem, i.e., eq. (2.3), by






















































The minimal fraction z of energy that can be carried away by the photon from the quark
corresponds to when the quark has the maximum fraction ξ2 of energy from its parent
proton. Thus, for a fixed ξγ , we have








=⇒ min(z) = ξγ . (B.7)


























σˆ (q1γ2) + (1↔ 2)
]
(B.8)
Real, initial-state photons from inelastic quark emissions can be studied in MG5 by
linking the appropriate Les Houches accord PDFs (LHAPDF) libraries [96] and using the
MRST2004QED [72] or NNPDF QED [97] PDF sets. With this prescription, sub-leading



















To determine the discovery potential at a particular significance, we first translate signifi-
cance into a corresponding confidence level (CL),6 e.g.,
2σ ↔ 95.45% CL, 3σ ↔ 99.73% CL, 5σ ↔ 99.9999% CL. (C.1)
Given an given integrated luminosity L, SM background rate σSM, and CL, say 95.45%















The requisite number of signal events at a 95.45% CL (or 2σ significance) is obtained by
solving for the mean number of signal events µs such that a mean number of total expected











s+µb) = 0.0455. (C.3)
The 2σ sensitivity to nonzero Sℓℓ is then
S2σℓℓ′ =
µs
L × σTot 0 . (C.4)
For fixed signal σs and background σSM rates, µ
s + µb = (σs + σSM) × L. The required
luminosity for a 2σ discovery can then be obtained by solving eq. (C.3) for L.
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